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- Presented by the National University of Singapore Society, the Eye of History was a delightful
historical fantasy from the witty satirical pen of Robert Yeo a local playwright and Lecturer 

with School of Arts, NIE. The play was performed at the Victoria Theatre from
January 9 12, 1992

here are several pleasures to be derived from
wnting for the stage. I will mention two of the

most obvious. The first is to see characters and
situations I've written fully realized on stage; 'full' is,
of course, relative; but as people talk and act in certain
ways I become aware that though I provide the cues 
much of what happens are interpretations, modifications
and additions to my original concepts and I am 
frequently left very pleasantly surprised. 

Secondly, to the above p in t , is how the
bare script I wrote can be changed sometimes beyond
recognition by one interpreter, perhaps the most

of all the many in the collaborative venture
fmm page to stage namely the director. K K Seet, 
who directed, had told me of how he planned to do it. 
I met his set and lighting designers and media
consultant who showed told me what they had
in mind and I visualised what it would be like on stage.
But when I saw what happened on technical night and
subsequently on the first night, I could not imagine
what transformation had been wrought. Tan Beng 

set, ably enhanced by Thio Lay Hoon's
lighting, magically created the home of the great 19th
century writer Munshi Abdullah, and then transported
the audience into Singapore in the early eighties. The 
statue scene was another highlight. As I wrote it. the
Raffles statue was assembled on ground and mounted
and based up, but the Director had this statue suspended and

and gradually descending to its Visually and
dramatically,it was a great improvement on my original
idea.

The actors also added to and subtracted from the
script. Lines and scenes that did not work were
removed or changed, inspired improvisations during 
rehearsals were added and I was asked to write a
different end to the play. All these points to the process 
of playmaking in which script is not regarded as a
hundred percent sacrosanct but something that is 
changeable and capable of being interpreted or remade
by the fecund meeting of minds. These changes will
be incorporated into the published play. 

For those who missed the play, this Message I wmte
for the programme as playwright and producer will
provide an idea of what I tried to do in The Eve of

I wrote :

"When I first began on this play early in the eighties,
it was an attempt to answer an enigmatic question :
If Sir Stamford Raffles met Prime Minister Lee
Kuan Yew, what will they say to each other? 

Even before the question is answered at the level of
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dialogue, for many, perhaps the dramatic form
which such a meeting demands will come to mind
first. It cannot be realistic, of course, it has to be 
fantasy, and since it involves a historical character 
like Raffles, it becomes a historical fantasy. This, 
then, is my chosen description of the play, my
fourth.

The very idea that two of the principal makers of
modem should meet seems an intriguing
one. I believe in a good idea and I hope my audience
will agree with me that this is a good one because it
provides a pedestal for much imagining.

A large part of the imagining will include time shifts 
as Raffles emerges from the past to discuss the past,
the present and the future with Mr Lee Kuan Yew. 
Audiences acquainted with my earlier plays which
were realistic ones with chronological plotting will
realize that the play they have come to see represents 
a fairly radical departure fmm the previous practice. 
Time is fused on this occasion. The past is the vista 
of Raffles and the tireless chronicler of the period
around 1819, author of the
fascinating Abdullah; it moves to the middle 
years of this century when A H Hill, British scholar 
and Orientalist, began work on the latest translation of 
the Hikayat, and on to 1981 when the famous meeting 

between Raffles and Lee takes place.

The centrepiece, or what will undoubtedly be seen
as the centrepiece of the play, is their first meeting
on 5 July 1981. Why that date? Those who know
their early history of Singapore will need no 
reminder that Raffles was on 5 July
those who do not might welcome a timely reminder. 
1981 was therefore chosen because it was the 200th
anniversary of Raffles's birth and he appeared 
before the Prime Minister bristling to know why his
birthday had gone uncelebrated. 1981 was also the 
year when political succession, especially the 
phasing out of the old guard and the entry of young
leaders, was first discussed.

So, among other things, my audience can expect a
short history lesson but delivered in a humorous way
without detracting from the seriousness of what is said.
I use the words 'say' (in the first paragmph) and 'said'
in the preceding paragraph to draw attention to the
fact that dialogue, with minimal movement, is an
important aspect of the play. want to create a tableau
effect to facilitate the suspension of disbelief. Towards 
this effect, the director Seet and the designer Tan
Beng have worked. I have had glimpses of
how they will physically transform the play and
enhance i t visually, and 1 look eagerly to the
opening night."

WORK IMPROVEMENT TEAMS
IN NIE

ITS activities in the
National Institute of

Education were revived in early 
Aug 91 with the formation of the
NIE WITS Steering Committee. 
The NIE WITS Steering Committee 
comprises at least one
representative from each of the four
schools, four Administrative
Divisions, the Library, Computer 

Centre and the Media
Resource Centre. The formal 
appointment of the NIE WITS 
Facilitators for a period of two years
was regularised from 1 Mar 92.

To date, there are 16 WITS with
105 members and I 4 Facilitators.
giving a participation rate of

of non-academic staff. In line with
the objectives of WITS, all Leaders
and Facilitators will be sent for 
appropriate training.

Most of the WITS are
meeting as regularly as twice a
month and several WITS projects 
are underway. Examples of WITS
projects are as follows :-

The Library WITS has started a
project on improving the speed
and accuracy of shelving books. 

The DED WITS has started a 
project on working out a system 
for booking of rooms, use of
equipment etc.

* STA WITS is doing a re-look
into some current practice of
doing things such as programme 
structures, letters of admission,
etc in the student dossiers when 
they are already kept in the
general subject file.

The first NIE WITS Convention
is tentatively scheduled to be held
in October 92 for dual purposes of
encouraging WITS activities in
NIE; and sending the winning teams 
to participate in the Jurong Campus
WITS Convention.

Attractive prizes will be awarded 
to the first 3 winning teams.


